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Abstract
Programmed death 1 ligand 1 (PD-L1) Immunohistochemistry (IHC) is the key FDA-approved predictive marker to identify
responders to anti-PD1 axis drugs. Multiple PD-L1 IHC assays with various antibodies and cut points have been used in
clinical trials across tumor types. Comparative performance characteristics of these assays have been extensively studied
qualitatively but not quantitatively. Here we evaluate the use of a standardized PD-L1 Index tissue microarray (TMA) to
objectively determine agreement between antibody assays for PD-L1 applying quantitative digital image analysis. Using a
specially constructed Index TMA containing a panel of ten isogenic cell lines in triplicate, we tested identical but
independently grown batches of isogenic cells to prove Index TMAs can be produced in large quantities and hence serve as a
standardization tool. Then the Index TMAs were evaluated using quantitative immunofluorescence (QIF) to validate the
TMA itself and also to compare antibodies including E1L3N, SP142 and SP263. Next, an inter-laboratory and inter-assay
comparison of 5 PD-L1 chromogenic IHC assays (US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved and lab developed
test (LDT)) were performed at 12 sites around the USA. As previously reported, the SP142 FDA assay failed to detect low
levels of PD-L1 in cell lines distinguished by the other four assays. The assays for 22C3 FDA, 28-8-FDA, SP263 FDA, and
E1L3N LDT were highly similar across sites and all laboratories showed a high consistency over time for all assays using
this Index TMA. In conclusion, we were able to objectively quantify PD-L1 expression on a standardized Index TMA using
digital image analysis and we confirmed previous subjective assessments of these assays, but now in a multi-institutional
setting. We envision commercial use of this Index TMA or similar smaller version as a useful standardization mechanism to
compare results between institutions and to identify abnormalities while running routine clinical samples.

Introduction

Immune checkpoint blockade inhibitors have changed the
landscape of cancer treatment in the last decade, demon-
strating unprecedented clinical success in several tumor
types [1–3]. Simultaneously, PD-L1 (programmed cell
death 1 ligand 1) expression has been identified as a

predictive diagnostic marker to select patients that may
benefit from anti-PD-1 (programmed cell death 1) axis
agents such as nivolumab, pembrolizumab, atezolizumab,
and durvalumab [4–7]. With each drug, a unique proprietary
diagnostic test has been developed. Currently, there are
multiple qualitative PD-L1 assays, involving various anti-
bodies, to assess the expression of PD-L1 by immunohis-
tochemistry (IHC) using chromogenic methods. The US
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved some of
them as either companion and/or complementary diagnostic
tests for specific drugs and cancers. The PD-L1 IHC 22C3
PharmDx kit (Agilent Technologies Inc.) is the only com-
panion diagnostic test approved by FDA for pembrolizumab
in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), whereas the Ven-
tana PD-L1 SP142 Assay® (Roche Ventana Medical
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Systems, Inc.) is a diagnostic test for atezolizumab that the
FDA approved as a complementary assay in NSCLC and as
a companion assay in patients with urothelial cancer. In
addition, the range of cut points for defining positive cases
and cell type expression (tumor or immune cells) is widely
variable across clinical trials.

In the past years, there has been a significant effort to
compare the performance characteristics of these PD-L1
IHC assays in patient samples [8–15]. Recently, Tsao et al.
[16] published the results of the second phase of the Blue
Print study, confirming the interchangeability of 22C3, 28-
8, and SP263 assays and the lower sensitivity of SP142
assay in lung cancer, after PD-L1 scoring by 25 experienced
pathologists. Moreover, concordance between PD-L1 IHC
assays has been assessed by correlating levels of protein
detected by the corresponding assay and the level of PD-L1
mRNA assessed by RNAscope assay [9]. Although there is
a high concordance between trained pathologists for PD-L1
scoring in tumor cells [8, 10–12, 16], there is a poor
reliability when PD-L1 is evaluated in immune cells or at
low PD-L1 scores [16, 17].

The assessment of PD-L1 in all previous studies has been
on the entire assay, combining the subjective interpretation
with the level of expression and the localization. It is pos-
sible that these variables are confounding, and variable
levels of expression may not be discernable when combined
with both localization and subjective interpretation. Despite
the increasing number of publications on this topic, there is
very little work done on the analytic assessment of
expression separated from the interpretation. Here, we
propose the use of a standardized Index TMA to objectively
compare PD-L1 IHC assays using quantitative image ana-
lysis. To achieve this goal, an Index TMA with isogenic cell
lines expressing PD-L1 spanning a predetermined dynamic
range was built and quantitatively evaluated for PD-L1
expression using both chromogenic and fluorescent IHC
methods. In addition, the Index TMA was tested indepen-
dently across multiple institutions that used diverse PD-L1
chromogenic IHC assays, both FDA-approved and labora-
tory developed test (LDT), to compare the assays and to
illustrate the utility of analytic standardization between
institutions.

Materials and methods

Index TMA construction

A panel of 15 isogenic cell lines expressing various
amounts of PD-L1 was sourced from Horizon Dx including
production and growth of cell lines. After review, ten lines
were selected, and an Index TMA was constructed
according to the map in Fig. 1. Three independent batches

of cell lines were cultured, each ~2 months apart, to produce
three independent batches of formalin-fixed, paraffin-
embedded cell pellets blocks for batch-to-batch con-
cordance and correlation assessment.

PD-L1 IHC assays

PD-L1 expression was evaluated by quantitative immuno-
fluorescence (QIF) and chromogenic IHC using five
monoclonal antibodies (Supplementary Table 1), including
both LDT- and FDA-approved assays. For QIF, clones
E1L3N (#13684, Cell Signaling Technology, Inc.), SP142
(#M4420, SpringBio), and SP263 (#790–4905, Ventana
Medical Systems, Inc.) were assessed. For chromogenic
IHC, automated systems were used for different clones
using our own protocol for the LDT E1L3N (#13684, Cell
Signaling Technology, Inc.) on multiple platforms, and
protocols specified by corresponding manufacturer per the
FDA labeling for 22C3 (#SK006, Dako) and 28-8 (#SK005,
Dako) with the Dako Autostainer Link 48 Instrument
(Dako). Similarly, on-label protocols were used for FDA-
approved assays; SP263 (#740–4907) and SP142
(#740–4859) both from Ventana Medical Systems, Inc. on
the Benchmark Ultra (Ventana Medical Systems, Inc.). For
the multi-institutional comparison, twelve 5-µm sections per
PD-L1 assay were cut from a block of Index TMA at Yale
University and sent to 12 institutions for staining weekly
during 6 consecutive weeks, running two slides per week
with their clinical workload using the assay of choice for
each institution.

Quantitative immunofluorescence

TMA slides were stained using a protocol previously
described by our laboratory [10]. Primary antibodies for
PD-L1 E1L3N and SP142 were incubated overnight at 4 °C
and clone SP263 was incubated for 20 minutes at 37 °C. An
optimized final concentration for each antibody was used
[10], except for SP263 which was only available from the
company as a prediluted reagent and hence not optimizable
(Supplementary Table 1). Then, slides were incubated in
rabbit EnVision reagent (K4009, Dako) for 1 h at RT and
Cy5-Tyramide (SAT705A001EA, PerkinElmer) was used
to amplify target signal. Finally, TMAs were stained with
1:250 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole for 10 min at RT and
mounted with Prolong Gold antifade mounting reagent
(P36394, Life Technologies). Image analysis was per-
formed using AQUA method of QIF (NavigateBP), which
generates a score by dividing the sum of target pixel
intensities by the area of the molecularly designated com-
partment. Scores are automatically normalized to lamp
hours, bit depth and CC intensity of the microscope to
account for day to day variation.

Quantitative assessment of PD-L1 as an analyte in immunohistochemistry diagnostic assays using a. . . 5



Digital image analysis on chromogenic IHC

After chromogenic staining, as described above, slides were
scanned on the Aperio ScanScope XT platform. Then, PD-L1
expression on the cell lines was quantified using the open-
source software QuPath [18] (Queen’s University of Belfast,
Northern Ireland). Briefly, once images were loaded, cores
were automatically selected through the TMA annotation
module, and later classified by the module “positive cell

detection”. An optimized algorithm was used for cell seg-
mentation based on the size of the nucleus and cell expansion,
and for DAB intensity quantification of PD-L1 expression for
all antibodies looking at the “cell: DAB optical density (OD)
mean” score compartment, among the possible options
(nucleus, cytoplasm, cell). The settings were adjusted to avoid
false positive detection. Results were shown as percentage of
PD-L1+ cells or as OD of the chromogenic staining divided
by mm2.

Fig. 1 Map of the Index TMA for standardization of PD-L1 mea-
surement. a Schematic map including the cell line code, where the
color gradient corresponds to the level of PD-L1 expression (black=
high expression; white= no expression). b Representative image of

standardized TMA stained with 22C3 IHC assay at low magnification,
including three spots at high magnification of negative spot (“1”, cell
line 8063), low expresser (“2”, cell line 11221), and high expresser
(“3”, cell line 11185). Bar= 200 µm
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Statistical analysis

All datasets were analyzed and plotted using GraphPad
Prism v7.0 software for Windows (GraphPad Software,
Inc.). Bar graphs were used to plot average of QIF scores
and percentage of PD-L1+ cells and OD/mm2 for DAB
staining quantified by QuPath, per cell line from for each
assay. Due to the complexity of this work, we define the
following terms and concepts related to standardization
of measurement: reproducibility, a component of the
precision, determines the agreement among results
obtained from testing the same substance by using the
same test protocol under repeatable conditions (different
operators, locations and time); correlation, a statistical
relationship to quantify the strength of association
between two variables; and concordance, the proportion
of the outcomes of a specific test which are identical to
an agreed upon reference [19–21]. Comparison between
blocks, antibodies/assays and laboratories was assessed
for correlation using a linear regression coefficient (R2)
and Bland–Altman plots [22] were used to assess cor-
relation and concordance, respectively, between PD-L1
assays. Levey–Jennings plots were used to evaluate the
quality and the consistency of measurement over time for
every laboratory and assay, using both the average of all
cell lines or each cell line.

Results

Validation of the Index TMA as a standardized PD-
L1 assay

To validate the Index TMA, we quantitatively showed the
dynamic range of PD-L1 expression on the TMA and then
assess the correlation of Index TMA production. Using the
Index TMA described above (Fig. 1 and Supplementary
Figure 1), we first measured PD-L1 by QIF using different
antibodies with previously optimized conditions [10] (Sup-
plementary Table 1). Lack of staining in cell lines 8063 and
11198 with all antibodies confirmed them as negative con-
trols, as none of them expressed detectable levels of protein
by western blot and only 11198 showed very low levels of
PD-L1 mRNA (Horizon Dx, unpublished data). The highest
levels of PD-L1 were detected on cell lines 11228, 11190,
and 11185 by all antibodies. The rest of the clones expressed
intermediate amounts of PD-L1 protein in different propor-
tions. As previously described [10, 11, 16], the cellular
location of PD-L1 was membranous with all the antibodies
in all the cell lines. To quantitatively determine the amount
of PD-L1 in each line on the TMA, we performed QIF with
each antibody (Fig. 2) showing the full dynamic range of the
assay and the relative expression levels determined by each
antibody.

Fig. 2 PD-L1 distribution on
Index TMA using different PD-
L1 antibodies by quantitative
immunofluorescence. Bar graphs
show mean ± SD (Standard
deviation) of QIF scores for
E1L3N, SP142, and SP263
antibodies used in three
independent experiments with
three different blocks

Table 1 Linear regression
analaysis of anti-PD-L1
antibodies in three independent
batches of Index TMA as
determined by QIF and by DAB
staining. (three independent
experiments per batch/block and
antibody)

QIF SP142 LDT SP263 LDT E1L3N LDT

AQUA score Block pairs 1–2 2–3 1–3 1–2 2–3 1–3 1–2 2–3 1–3

Slope 0.876 1.156 1.025 1.043 1.073 1.23 1.344 0.517 0.759

R2 0.983 0.988 0.995 0.655 0.962 0.761 0.857 0.834 0.853

DAB 22C3 FDA 28-8 FDA E1L3N LDT

% PD-L1(+) cells Block pairs 1–2 2–3 1–3 1–2 2–3 1–3 1–2 2–3 1–3

Slope 0.878 0.969 0.857 0.439 2.11 1.02 0.573 1.269 0.792

R2 0.864 0.991 0.869 0.877 0.917 0.972 0.885 0.927 0.956

Quantitative assessment of PD-L1 as an analyte in immunohistochemistry diagnostic assays using a. . . 7



Correlation between three independent blocks was assessed
by both QIF and chromogenic assays using linear regression
(Table 1). For QIF analysis, the correlation between blocks was

high for antibodies SP142 (R2= 0.983–0.995) and E1L3N
(R2= 0.834–0.857), but somewhat lower for SP263 (R2=
0.655–0.962) most likely due to our inability to optimize the

8 S. Martinez-Morilla et al.



titration for this antibody. Chromogenic assessment utilized
QuPath analysis as described above and showed results com-
parable to the QIF results (Table 1), showing the ability to
construct highly reproducible Index TMAs over time using
isogenic cell lines.

Comparison of PD-L1 antibodies by QIF and DAB
staining using the Index TMA

Correlation and concordance amongst the antibodies or
assays were analyzed by linear regression and
Bland–Altman plots, respectively. For QIF quantification
(Fig. 3a), an average of 27 spots per cell line were evaluated
per PD-L1 antibody (three spots per cell line/three inde-
pendent experiments/three different blocks or batches/per
antibody). Correlation of QIF scores obtained with anti-
bodies E1L3N, SP142, and SP263 under LDT conditions
was extremely high by linear regression, with coefficients
>0.96 similar to that previously described [10]. In addition,
the concordance was high as confirmed by Bland–Altman
analysis.

Regarding the chromogenic IHC assays, we tested 5 PD-
L1 IHC assays (22C3 FDA, 28-8 FDA, SP263 FDA, SP142
FDA, and E1L3N LDT) by running two slides weekly over
10 consecutive weeks in our CLIA-certified research
laboratory (Fig. 3b). The chromogenic IHC assays also
showed comparably high degree of agreement between
22C3 FDA, 28-8 FDA, and E1L3N LDT assays by
Bland–Altman analysis, whereas the concordance between
SP142 and SP263 FDA assays was equally poor when
compared with the three other assays and themselves
(Fig. 3b and Table 2), identifying some of the intermediate

expressers as outliers. On the other hand, linear regressions
showed the highest correlation between 22C3 FDA, 28-8
FDA and E1L3N LDT assays (R2= 0.943–0.993) and a
slightly lower correlation between SP142 FDA and the
above three assays than SP263 FDA and the above three
assays (R2= 0.823–0.871) (Fig. 3b). After comparing
SP142 and SP263 FDA assays, linear regression showed a
high correlation (R2= 0.992).

Comparison of PD-L1 chromogenic IHC assays
among multiple institutions using the Index TMA

The vision for use of the Index TMA is to be used as a tool
for calibration for development of standardization of assays,
as shown above, and also to enable methodology transfer and
facilitate standardization of assays between institutions, and
even more importantly between clinical trials and diagnostic
IHC laboratories that will be performing the predictive IHC
assays for patient care. To assess the efficiency of this Index
TMA for methodology transfer and comparison of analytical
performance between different laboratories, the Index cell line
TMA was tested independently in 12 institutions across the
country, including hospitals and clinical laboratories, using
diverse PD-L1 IHC assays and platforms (Table 3). Although
they were not run in parallel with clinical samples as the slides
for the multi-institutional study, we included the results for
SP142 FDA assay from our CLIA-certified research labora-
tory to increase statistical power for this assay. The chromo-
genic assays were evaluated both by intensity (OD/mm2) and
percentage of positive cells (counting cells above the detec-
tion threshold for the assay). As shown in Fig. 4, summarizing
240 slides from 12 institutions and measuring both by % PD-
L1+ cells or OD/mm2, all PD-L1 assays performed essen-
tially identically for the very high expressers (cell lines 11228,
11190, and 11185) and for the negative cases (cell lines 8063,
11198). Although, in the negative clones 28-8 and E1L3N
show some measurable background signal. Confirming pre-
vious qualitative results [11, 16], the SP142 FDA assay
showed lower sensitivity failing to detect low levels of PD-L1
in the intermediate cell lines (cell lines 11186–11187) mea-
surable by the other 4 assays (Supplementary Fig. 2). Similar
conclusions may be drawn when assessing intensity, although
the background signal is more easily illustrated in the non-
expressing cases, showing that even optimized assays show
low levels of signal inherent in the IHC technique.

Table 2 High degree of
agreement achieved for PD-L1
DAB IHC assays by our CLIA-
certified laboratory based on
Bland–Altman graphs. (two
slides weekly during 10
consecutive weeks per assay)

22C3 FDA 28-8 FDA SP142 FDA SP263 FDA E1L3N LDT

22C3 FDA Yes No No Yes

28-8 FDA No No Yes

SP142 FDA No No

SP263 FDA No

Fig. 3 Validation of Index TMA with cell lines using three clones of
anti-PD-L1 antibody by QIF. a Linear regression and Bland–Altman
plots for PD-L1 antibodies (SP142, SP263, and E1L3N) tested by an
immunofluorescence protocol developed at the lab (LDT) and pre-
viously published [10]. Data represent the average of three indepen-
dent experiments with three different blocks per antibody used.
b Linear regression and Bland–Altman plots for PD-L1 DAB IHC
assays (22C3 FDA, 28-8 FDA, E1L3N LDT, SP263 FDA, and SP142
FDA) performed by our CLIA-certified laboratory. Data represent the
mean of % PD-L1+ cells per cell line, measured by QuPath platform,
of two TMAs per run for each week during ten consecutive weeks
(n= 20 slides per assay). For a and b: R2= coefficient of determina-
tion; for Bland–Altman diagrams, continued line represents bias and
dotted lines represent upper and lower 95% limits of agreement

Quantitative assessment of PD-L1 as an analyte in immunohistochemistry diagnostic assays using a. . . 9



Having an assay perform with the same sensitivity and
specificity is critical for a companion diagnostic test.
Figure 5 shows cross institutional comparisons for each
assay. To compare the assays from each site to each

other we have used regressions (Supplementary Fig. 3 and
Table 4).

Finally, another use for the Index TMA is to assure con-
sistency of measurements over time. We assessed this for

Table 3 Assays and platforms
tested in the multi-institutional
comparison of the PD-L1
standardization TMA

Assay 22C3 FDA 28-8 FDA SP263 FDA SP142 FDA E1L3N LDT

LAB01 X X X

LAB02 X X X

LAB03 X

LAB04 X X

LAB05 X X X

LAB06 X

LAB07 X

LAB08 X X

LAB09 X

LAB10 X

LAB11 X

LAB12 X

Fig. 4 PD-L1 distribution on
Index TMA using different PD-
L1 DAB IHC assays by multiple
institutions. Bar graphs show
mean ± SD, as percentage of
PD-L1+ cells (a) or OD/mm2

(b) measured for each cell line
including all the slides (two per
run) run during six consecutive
weeks by all the laboratories that
ran the specific PD-L1 assay:
22C3 FDA: six labs; 28-8 FDA:
six labs; SP263 FDA: three labs;
SP142 FDA: two labs (including
the CLIA-certified laboratory
that participated in the validation
of the Index TMA); E1L3N
LDT: six labs. The open-source
platform QuPath was used to
quantify DAB staining. OD
optical density for DAB
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each of the collaborating institutions across a period of
6 weeks (Fig. 6, Supplementary Figs. 4–13). As shown by the
Levey–Jennings plots for assays from collaborating labs, all
PD-L1 assays and laboratories showed values between the
±2 SD limits, leading to ~10% false rejections when two
levels of control are being analyzed [23].

Discussion

PD-L1 expression by IHC is used in clinical trials to predict
response to anti-PD1/PD-L1 therapies in a variety of can-
cers [4–7]. There are 4 PD-L1 IHC assays approved by the

FDA, either as companion or complementary diagnostic
tests, with different cut points and score systems associated
with each assay. In evaluation of these assays, the FDA
required proof of quality, reproducibility, and sensitivity for
prediction, but was less stringent on analytic sensitivity.
Several studies have compared the performance of many
PD-L1 assays available by qualitative analysis on tumor
samples [8–15], with variable results. In this study, we used
an Index TMA with isogenic cell lines expressing PD-L1 in
a dynamic range to quantitatively compare PD-L1 IHC
assays using two IHC methods and digital image analysis.
This approach allowed us to quantitatively assess analytic
sensitivity, concordance and correlation of the assays,

Fig. 5 Comparison between laboratories for each PD-L1 assay on
Index TMA. All bar graphs show mean ± SD as percentage of PD-L1+
cells for all the runs performed by each laboratory and PD-L1

chromogenic assay: 22C3 FDA (a), 28-8 FDA (b), E1L3N LDT (c),
SP263 FDA (d), and SP142 FDA (e).

Quantitative assessment of PD-L1 as an analyte in immunohistochemistry diagnostic assays using a. . . 11



although the use of isogenic cell lines, not clinical samples,
precludes assessment of predictive accuracy [24]. After
confirming regression of PD-L1 levels between three
independent blocks using diverse antibodies and two
immunohistochemical techniques, we observed a high cor-
relation and concordance among the antibodies by QIF by
linear regressions and Bland–Altman plots, respectively,
confirming previous results [10]. The Index TMA also
allowed us to assess the analytic sensitivity of each FDA-
approved assay. We find that three of the four FDA-
approved assays, and an LDT assay, have comparable
analytic sensitivity, but the SP142 assay is less sensitive,
failing to detect low level expression that is detected by the
other four assays. This observation supports previous qua-
litative studies [11, 16] and two comparative studies using a
commercial cell line TMA, also showing reduced PD-L1
staining with SP142 assay on moderate expressers com-
pared with 22C3, 28-8, and SP263 assays [10, 25].

The use of this Index array allowed the comparison of
the PD-L1 assays across both time and institution. The
assessment of data from 12 independent institutions
revealed that the similarity of the pair 22C3/SP263 and 28-

8/E1L3N was the highest (Fig. 4). However, the staining
patterns were extremely similar for the negative and the
saturated cases for all the DAB IHC assays. Most of the
studies suggest the method of detection as the principal
parameter for discrepancy among assays rather than the
antibody itself [10, 25, 26]. The 12 institutions study also
showed good measurement consistency over time at every
institution and good correlation by linear regression
between institutions doing the same assay. This suggests
that the assays themselves should not lead to discordant
readings amongst pathologists or, with the exception of the
SP142 assay, between assays from different vendors.

There are several limitations to this study. Perhaps the
most significant is that this study only tests the analytic
sensitivity of the assays or antibodies in the context of
isogenic cell lines. It is possible that levels of PD-L1 in
actual tumors may be different or that the protein may have
posttranslational modifications that are not seen in cell lines.
While this concern is recognized, the testing of PD-L1 in
actual cancers has been done in many other studies and is
not the goal of this work. A second weakness is the use of
TMAs. In clinical usage, all of these assays are done on full

Table 4 Linear regression
analysis of 5 PD-L1 IHC assays
between institutions using the
Index TMA

22C3 FDA assay

% PD-L1+ cells Lab pairs 01–02a 01–04 01–05 01–09 01–12 02–04a 02–05a 02–09a

Slope 1.553 1.001 1.013 0.996 0.999 0.548 0.625 0.432

R2 0.953 0.999 0.999 0.994 0.999 0.943 0.935 0.843

% PD-L1+ cells Lab pairs 02–12a 04–05 04–09 04–12 05–09 05–12 09–12

Slope 0.647 1.011 0.996 0.997 0.983 0.986 0.996

R2 0.962 0.999 0.997 0.998 0.994 0.999 0.991

28-8 FDA assay

% PD-L1+ cells Lab pairs 01–02a 01–04 01–05a 02–04a 02–05 04–05a

Slope 1.321 0.989 1.418 0.598 0.998 1.725

R2 0.977 0.996 0.983 0.959 0.997 0.967

E1L3N LDT assay

% PD-L1+ cells Lab pairs 01–02 01–03 01–05a 01–06a 01–07a 02–03 02–05a 02–06a

Slope 1.021 1.005 0.534 0.826 0.622 0.983 0.432 0.641

R2 0.983 0.983 0.631 0.864 0.804 0.999 0.766 0.964

% PD-L1+ cells Lab pairs 02–07a 03–05a 03–06a 03–07a 05–06 05–07 06–07

Slope 0.492 0.416 0.628 0.481 1.208 1.237 1.021

R2 0.932 0.715 0.934 0.896 0.991 0.993 0.996

SP263 FDA assay

% PD-L1+ cells Lab pairs 08–10 08–11 10–11

Slope 0.975 0.993 1.015

R2 0.995 0.999 0.998

SP142 FDA assay

% PD-L1+ cells Lab pairs 08–00

Slope 1.001

R2 0.998

aSaturated values of highest expressers of PD-L1 (cell clones 11228, 11190, 11185) were not included, only
assessed cell clones with expression in the linear range
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histologic sections. As such, these data must be taken in the
context of its usage as a control, not as an evaluation of
issues related to assay performance in patient tissue. Finally,
another weakness of this work is the absence of quantitative
information from patients with outcome data. While we
explore the dynamic range in a model system, we cannot be
sure we have replicated the dynamic range seen in patient
tumors that have been treated with immunotherapy.

In conclusion, the results generated with this Index TMA
are concordant and correlated between independently con-
structed blocks as assessed by two immunohistochemical

methods suggesting this sort of control can be manufactured
and used over a period of time. We also suggest that Index
TMAs can be a useful tool to compare results from multiple
PD-L1 IHC assays and institutions and is also useful as an
internal control to identify abnormal runs in a routine
clinical laboratory.
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